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Linda Sagent Wwd. A More Perfecr lJnion: Holirtic Worldview.\ and the lrarrs- 
forrnarion c$Arnericnn Culture aflcr World War 11. New York: Oxford University 
Pres?. 2010. iii. 339 pages. 

Linda Sargcnt Wood, a historian at Nulthem Arizona University, has produced 
a creative history uf post-World War 11 American culture by cenlcring it on the 
~ded and ma~lifcstations of holism. She argues. in fact. "thia holistic worldview, 
which in this era was markedly communal and often utopian. was one of the most 
powerful perspectives to direct Americans in the postwarperiod. Such understand- 
ings provided the intellectual underpinnings and enlolional fcrvor for many of the - - 

great dreams that ~nfom~cd  the era and fundamentally altered American history" 
(p,  6). She appruaches the topic through five individuals and one institutiun,each 
thc focus of a chapter in the book. Thc diversity of these subjects demonstrates 
well the \vide extent of holism in various walks of American like at this timc. 
while rheir inlerconnections suggest the mulliple ways holism collverged. A More 
Perfect Union: Holistic world view,^ and the 7irrnsformotion of A~nericnn Clrlfure 
afrer World Nbr / I  prompts a consideration of rvhole.; and parts. communities and 
individuals, the global and the local. 

The book is perhaps not thc usual fare for Envimrrmrrrtal Ethics readers. Unly 
one of the subjects, Rachel Carson (1907-19643, is colnmonly asswiated with 
environmental edics,  and only indirectly so. However, in entangling and disen- 
tangling each subject's ideas. connectiu~is, and implications, Wood makes a strong 
case-even if implicit-that holism's mots and hranches offer a compelling vi- 
sion for environmental (and social) ethics. Wood brings together a unique cast of 
characters through which she probes deeper, larger meanings. 

The book begins on what will be the most familiar ground for readers of this 
journal: RachelCarson. There are multiple ways scie~itists and writers have depicted 
nature. For Carson, though. nature was unified, communal, and interdependent 
(p. 27). Carson eschcwcd the individualistic views of nature,focusing instead on 
ecdogical communities. Moreover. nature was larger and beyond human control. 
Attempt to control nature. inevitably in Carson's view, led to imbalances and dia- 
ruptions in natural systems. Thus, humans needed lo deploy humility and respect 
for that world, requiring a tempering of rheir scientific and industrial systems. An 
egalitarian, holistic viaion of naturc, thus, expanded to a more cooperative view 
of swiety a1 large 

Next.Wood turns toR.BuckminsterFuller( 1895-19R3).the.quirky arch~tect most 
famous for the geodesic domes that dotted the landscape, especially in ~.uuntercul- 
ture corners. As many before him had also hoped, Fuller trustcd  hat technology 
could free people and, if managed currectly, could improve or ameliorate humans' 
degrading influences on nature. A holistic thinker, Fuller sought in his geodesic 
domes. mnnipulable glohal maps, and peace-promoting World Game to promole 
r sense of global interconnec~inns. As Wood describes it,"Fuller's focus on whole 
systems and the connections between the parts and the wholr supplied a seedbed 
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Esalen stands also as a testament to the historical tension between communalism 
and individualism so apparent throughout American history. 

What Wood's historical figures seem to have in conln~on is a deep-rooted belief 
that Western society had created a dysfunctional relationship with the world, a re- 
lationship that is in needof serious rethinking. Responding to a post-WW I1 sense 
of a "fragmented world" (p. vii), these five figures and one institution (among so 
many others of this era) tbcused their life's work on healing the divisions that hu- 
mans had built between themselves and between humans and thenonhuman world. 
The goal was a more harmonious life with the planet and the rest of humanity. The 
goal was a world where racial divisions were healed. The goal was a world where 
human beings were whole or healthy in spirit, mind. and body-or at least where 
a human being was not reduced to one dimension. 

These historical figures andothers thoughtof the world in holisticterms,employing 
Aristotle's most basic sense that "Thewholeismore than the sumoSitsparts"(p. 13) 
Sensing that various forms of dualistic thinking were the root cause of our contem- 
porary disharmonies. Wcn~d's subjects rejected such thinking. In place of dualisn~s 
between humans andnature.spiritandbody,nearandfar, sacred and mundane.male 
and female. reason and emotion, they created a larger meta-dichotomy. The world 
that is dysfunctional, but dominant, is a world that is mechanistic, individualistic, 
reductionistic, dualistic, a world dominated by disequilibriun~, disturbance, and a 
fixation on homogeneity. The ethical manifestation of this dominant metaphysic of 
nature was hubris and an obsession with anthropocentrism. The preferable reality 
is focuscd instead on unity,communily. equilibrium,interdependence. heterogene- 
ity, relatedness, integration, balance, harmony,embeddedness, systematic thought 
and action, and organicism. The ethical stream flowing from this metaphysic is 
headwatered in peace, humility, comn~unitarianism, and nonanthropocentrism. In 
the creation of this meta-dichotomy, we repeatedIy see thinkers who express faith 
that a new "holistic order would provide a new map of morality" (p. 107), thinkers 
who sensed that ethics were not free floating and untethered but instead inspired 
by our visions of reality. In short, "if one adopts a notion of the earth as living, 
active, and alive, then how we treat it calls for different moral considerations than 
if we think of the world as an inanimate machine" (p. 45). 

These worldview differences were perhaps most dramaticalIy illustrated in the 
emergence of a different purpose of science. The agenda forAmerica's post-WW I1 
commitmcnt toamechanistic science wassetby VannevarBush's famous whitepaper, 
"Science: The Endless Frontier" from 1945. "To secure a high level of employment, 
to maintain a position of world l eade r sh ip  the flow of new scientific knowledge 
must be both continuous and substantial," Bush wrote. Science, for Bush, gave us 
theability to predict and ultimately controlnature fornarrowly defined humanends.' 
Wood's post-WW I1 scientists, however, envisioned a different role for science, 

' It is impomnc tu note... however. that Bush ivaa nut a myopic as many of chov tic inspired. He 
wamed."lr~vu~~ld be ioll) rusctops program underwhiehreseareh i n  thenatural sciences andmcdicine 
was expanded ar rhc cost of rhc xjcial sciences, humanities, and other studies so essential LO national 
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holism. She recognizes that some thinking of Nazi Germany too could be called 
holistic, a subordination of the parts to the whole (p. 14). Likewise, an unfettered 
or radical holism, one suggesting. as does Teilhard, that "the earth was prngress- 
ing into a unified, harmonious whole . . . that everything in the universe was being 
amalgamated into one integrated whole," seems quite different from a holism 
suggesting that the well-being of humans, for instance, is entwined with the well 
being of the nonhuman world. Each might have different ethical implications as 
well, not all of which might be comfortable or worth striving toward. These issues, 
however, are not unique to Wood's presentation or the thinking of her historical 
figures. They are. rather, endemic to discussions of holism more generally? 

Similarly, there are a number of other, admittedly minor, miscues in the book 
that reflect struggles in environn~ental thinking more generally. For example, there 
is the perennial equivocation on the term anfhropocenfric, sometimes employed to 
mark an ethic attributing direct moral standing only to humans (p. 43) and at other 
times to mark the sense that humans are the ones who need to act quickly to avert 
environmental h a m s  (p. 44). 

There are also moments where a historical figure's commitments seem to be 
in tension with their commitment to holism. Buckminster Fuller, for example, 
displayed a commitment to prefabrication that might be viewed by some as the 
epitomeof reductionism at least inthe production process. Fullerdisplayedan almost 
unreflected-upon commitment to technology ("Linking technology to nature formed 
the heart of his holism" Lp.741) that earned him rebuke from the American Institute 
of Architects who called his Dymaxion House "machinery. not architecture" (p. 
65). and who went on record against his prefabrication on the grounds that it was 
"inherently opposed to any peas-in-the-pod-like, reproducible designs" (p. 65). 
Admittedly, the problem here might be with the concept of holism or with those 
who apply it rather than with Fuller's work. Moreover, Fuller is hut one of many, 
such asLewisMumford, who saw apathway to linking,even mergingl technology 
and nature. But this challenge reveals the difficulty of tying a cluster of thinkers 
together around a "slippery concept." In a similar vein, Wood herself takes issue 
with what she calls Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "patriarchal perspective" (p. 96). a 
challenge to one of her own figures that, if her case were more convincing, might 
disqualify King from inclusion as a holist. 

At times there are terms, ideas, and assertions dropped in to the text but not 
clearly explained. For instance. Wood attempts to illustrate the thought of Fritjof 
Capra by explaining that he was influenced by "Gaia hypothesis,ecofeminism,deep 
ecology"; yet,shenever explains what any of these are (p. 188). She illustrates the 
dietary preferences of the Esalen Institute by making a reference to "Grahamism," 
again without any explanation (p. 191). 

American politics, the contemporary American university, and our current ap- 
proaches to environmental problem solving might all stand as stark reminders that 

For similar thhhinp in another context, see Mtchael P. Nelson, "Teachlag Holism in Envimnmental 
Ethics." Environrno~lulEfh~~r 32(2010): 3 3 4 9 .  




